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After centuries the mystery of the
Great Pyramid has been solved!

Pagosa Springs, Colorado: June 15, 2017, James Ernest Brown, ancient Egyptian researcher,
announced the release of his new book, Fire in Middle: Mystery of the Great Pyramid Solved. After
four decades of research, and multiple trips to Egypt, Brown believes he has solved the mystery of
the Great Pyramid. He concludes that the pyramid fits the profile of a type of closed cycle chemical
laser and that the Giza Plateau functioned as a massive industrial complex.
Following the architectural principle that form follows function, Brown recognized that it was
impossible to enter the so-called burial chamber in the Great Pyramid because the entrance to the
Ascending Passage, which is the only access to the King's Chamber, was permanently sealed by three
huge granite blocks. Not only does the form of the Great Pyramid not function as a tomb, no original
burial has ever been found in any of the 118 pyramids in Egypt.
Brown believes the Great Pyramid was an industrial water processing plant that applied intense heat
and pressure on the embedded granite blocks, removing salt and electrifying water-Fire in Middle.
This caused piezoelectricity to merge with water fed underground from the Nile. Electrified water,
which Brown calls Earthmilk, flowed out of the pyramid and would have been used as an elixir for
human consumption and a catalyst for other chemical reactions. The excess electrified water flowed
back into the Nile, sending electrical current into the river to produce rich crops. Recently, a
man-made tunnel was discovered that connects the Great Pyramid underground to the river. Mineral
analysis by Brown's team confirmed that water from the Nile once flowed through the pyramids.
About James Ernest Brown and the Ancient Energy Research Center: Brown has been a general
contractor for over fifty years. His family-owned construction business has won five national awards
for energy efficiency. He founded his research center to explore ancient technologies and apply these
ideas to free energy applications for the modem world.

